
This past year, volunteers went above and beyond to help us build the change

and make HOME possible in Fort Collins! Here are some of the amazing things

we accomplished together:

2021 IN REVIEW

VOLUNTEER IMPACT 

Committees supporting operations,

such as homeowner selection, faith

engagement, and fundraising.
6

Volunteers who helped with ReStore

renovations, gearing us up for our

Grand Re-Opening in 2022! 
78

Groups who raised a hammer

and helped us build at Harmony

Cottages. 
36

11,900+ Hours served by volunteers across the

organization.



What has been most the most

meaningful piece of working with

volunteers?

"The most meaningful thing about

working with volunteers is the

relationship I can build with others

within the community. The fact that

these volunteers are willing to spend

time to give back to their community

speaks volumes about them...I have

lived in various places throughout

my life and have not experienced a

community like there is here. For the

first time, after working with the

volunteers...I feel as though I am

part of something bigger and have

more of a purpose."

TRACI
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JOIN US!
Interested in getting involved? Contact Abby Krstulic, Volunteer Program Manager, at

akrstulic@fortcollinshabitat.org or 970-488-2610 to discuss volunteer opportunities! 

TESTIMONIALS 

Why do you volunteer with

Habitat, and what got you

involved? 

"I started volunteering for Habitat

because it helps communities get

families into homeownership, which

provides security and stability not

just for the homeowner, but for the

community at large...And the

ReStore provides several services- it

sells great items for a much more

reasonable price, provides jobs and

volunteer opportunities, keeps

perfectly good items out of the

landfill, and financially supports the

homes being built. This is an

organization that walks the talk."

Why do you volunteer for Habitat? 

"For many years I have felt a desire to

use my creativity and building skills

to the service of others. Not only

does Habitat offer that, but we get to

meet people from all walks of life

and cultures, learn new skills from

pros and have the opportunity to

share that with others,  and overall

have fun on a weekly basis thanks

to the great, welcoming staff and

always motivated group of

volunteers. It is always so rewarding

to see volunteers get the hang of

things...Though I loved snow days

back in school, now they are bad

news when they make me miss my

weekly 'rest day' with Habitat!"
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